GIVING MAKES A DIFFERENCE

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2022
The Foundation and the School

IMPACT OF DONATIONS
Development projects supported by the Foundation
Key figures for the Foundation in 2022

A NEW AWARD ENDORSED
The Science & Society Award

THANK YOU
Our donors are committed
Dear donors,

Your loyal support to ESSEC has enabled the Foundation to collect €3.4 million, making 2022 a new record year. The ESSEC Foundation has received more than €20 million in donations from its alumni since its creation a little over 10 years ago.

Your first choice remains the financing of the magnificent new eco-friendly Campus project for which the Foundation has contributed €8 million to date. The campaign will continue in 2023 and 2024, when the new buildings will be inaugurated.

Our great joy in 2022 is to have been able to devote €1.2 million to the financing of all the ESSEC Group’s social scholarships. This was made possible by the crowdfunding campaign organized by our friends from ESSEC Alumni in favour of the ESSEC Foundation. We would like to thank them and all the new donors who joined us on this occasion.

Finally, we welcome Denis Leroy (E86) who joins the Foundation’s Executive Committee with the mission of relaunching in 2023 the donations dedicated to the Endowment Fund.

Thank you very much for your ever-increasing generosity.

Thierry Fritsch (E80)
President of the ESSEC Foundation

Dear donors,

True to its vocation of excellence and humanism, which has animated it since its inception in 1907, ESSEC is more than ever committed to giving meaning to the leadership of tomorrow. To this end, our world-class school with French roots produces knowledge and prepares women and men to create and manage companies and organizations that can have a positive impact on the world.

Thanks to your invaluable support of the Foundation, ESSEC is strengthening its resources to take concrete action to meet these challenges, and can offer its renowned experience of excellence to all talents, regardless of their origin, to enable them to make a difference and have a positive impact on companies, organisations and society.

I warmly thank you for your donations which allow our esteemed School to assume its responsibility as an institution of higher education and research of excellence to “enlighten, lead and change” our world, to create value and make it more sustainable, more inclusive, and more just in the service of the common good.

Vincenzo Vinzi,
Dean and President, ESSEC Business School

Thierry Fritsch
President of the ESSEC Foundation

“Your precious support is vital to our actions.”

“ESSEC is more than ever committed to infuse tomorrow’s leadership with meaning.”
THE MISSION OF THE ESSEC FOUNDATION

Created in 2011 by 4 alumni, with the support of the School, the ESSEC Foundation is placed under the aegis of the Fondation de France.

Its mission is to support the School’s development and its international influence through the financing of social scholarships, the transformation of the Cergy Campus, support for academic excellence, responsible entrepreneurship and the strengthening of ESSEC’s financial independence.

To find out more about the Foundation and its projects, visit our website fondation.essec.edu/en

FOUNDATION KEY FIGURES

2022

- €3,400,250 donations collected in 2022
- €507,886 donations collected in 2022 internationally
- €20,218,684 donations collected since 2011
- €3,1M
- €2M
- €1,3M
- €3,4M

Increase in donations collected

2019 2020 2021 2022

FOUNDATION KEY FIGURES

- Social Scholarships €740,252
- Responsible entrepreneurship €14,708
- Academic Excellence €95,733
- Endowment fund €176,046
- Campus 2023 €1,877,794 €

RÉPARTITION DES DONS COLLECTÉS

* Primarily used for social scholarships

Unrestricted Donations* €495,717

NUMBER AND TYPE OF DONORS

- 2,881 donors since the creation of the Foundation
- Donors aged between 23 and 97

Most generous graduate classes

2022 FOUNDATION HIGHLIGHTS

THE FOUNDATION CEREMONY IN PARIS
APRIL

This ceremony brought together the entire ESSEC community in all its diversity, with professors, students, management, but also alumni donors, who through their support contribute to the influence of the School. During this evening, focused on equal opportunities and academic excellence, ESSEC professors were distinguished for their pedagogy and their search for excellence, students symbolically received their social scholarship and the Foundation also presented the Captain Chomel de Jarnieu Prize.

1ST EDITION OF THE GALA DINNER IN NEW YORK
JUNE

Bringing together the ESSEC Foundation, ESSEC Alumni, donors and students, this dinner was an opportunity to mobilise energies in favour of the School’s Campus 2023 project. Highly anticipated by the entire community, this event was made possible thanks to the hospitality and generosity of François-Olivier Luiggi (H92), President of the ESSEC Alumni USA Chapter, at the hotel he presides, The Pierre a Taj Hotel. Thanks to the generosity of the participating alumni, its sponsors and the organised auction, the Foundation collected more than $100,000.

CAMPAIGN WITH ESSEC ALUMNI FOR GIVING TUESDAY
NOVEMBER

In November 2022, ESSEC Alumni and the ESSEC Foundation joined forces to run a fundraising campaign to strengthen social openness and inclusion on Giving Tuesday, a global day dedicated to generosity. During the month of November, all donations in favour of social grants were tripled by ESSEC Alumni. Thus, thanks to the generosity of alumni, the sum of €375,000 was donated to the Foundation to support a large number of ESSEC students.

MAJOR DONORS’ DINNER IN PARIS
DECEMBER

A convivial evening of reunion and exchange, this dinner is an opportunity to thank the Foundation’s major donors for their generosity and their support for the development and influence of the School. During the evening, Thierry Fritsch (E80), President of the ESSEC Foundation, underlined the Foundation’s commitment to the Campus 2023 project. Vincenzo Vinzi, ESSEC Dean, shared the School’s development projects and new international partnerships.

AGENDA 2023

7 JUNE : Gala dinner in New York
28 NOVEMBER : Giving Tuesday
END OF YEAR : Major Donors’ Dinner
2022 SCHOOL HIGHLIGHTS

DUAL DEGREE WITH COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY IN DATA SCIENCES & BUSINESS ANALYTICS

A pioneer among management schools in learning about data and artificial intelligence through Metalab, ESSEC - CentraleSupélec and Columbia University in New York joined forces in November to create a dual master’s degree in Data Sciences & Business Analytics.

This new international programme is based on a dual academic excellence: that of Columbia - Fu Foundation School in engineering and applied sciences (Master of Science in Business Analytics); and that of ESSEC - CentraleSupélec (Master in Data Sciences & Business Analytics, ranked number four worldwide and number two in Europe according to QS).

ESSEC LAUNCHES THE “LEADING A SCALE-UP” CHAIR

Since the beginning of 2023, ESSEC has offered some thirty students in the Grande École programme a unique specialisation course: the Leading a scale-up chair, designed in partnership with the companies Alcméon, Colonies, In Extenso and In Extenso Innovation Croissance.

This new chair, which is unique in Europe, brings together experts from the academic and business worlds to prepare future leaders of French and European high-growth companies. The Chair also plans to create a research observatory, which will be built in conjunction with its partners.

ESSEC: “THE MOST COMMITTED MANAGEMENT SCHOOL IN FRANCE”

In November, the second edition of the Les Echos Start x ChangeNow ranking named ESSEC as “the most committed management school in France to the ecological and social transition”. In one year, the rise from sixth to first place attests to the relevance and power of the Together programme, which is transforming training, research and campus life in France, Morocco and Singapore. This first place also rewards two decades of action in favour of diversity, accessibility, social openness and inclusion.

KEY FIGURES

62,000 ALUMNI around the world
7,407 STUDENTS in initial training
40,7 % STUDENTS international
49,5 % male students
50,5 % female students

FRENCH AND INTERNATIONAL RANKINGS

1st GLOBAL BBA
2nd GRANDE ECOLE
6th (1st in Asia) MASTER IN MANAGEMENT
4th MASTER IN FINANCE
9th EUROPEAN BUSINESS SCHOOL
SOCIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
TO SUPPORT EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL

329 students
supported in 2022

€15,200
maximum amount of a social scholarship for one year

The ESSEC Foundation finances, through the generosity of its donors, all or part of the tuition fees of ESSEC students with CROUS scholarships enrolled in the Grande Ecole and Global BBA programmes.

These scholarships allow students to flourish in this life-changing pursuit of excellence, free from financial constraints. They can thus choose their career path, without censorship.

In 2022, the ESSEC Foundation awarded 329 scholarships to ESSEC students, an increase of 18% compared to 2021.

In 2022, the ESSEC Foundation awarded 329 scholarships to ESSEC students, an increase of 18% compared to 2021.

The Foundation needs the mobilisation of all alumni to cross the €1.6M mark dedicated to scholarships in 2023 in order to support more students.

The ESSEC Foundation scholarship is a lever that enabled me to join the ESSEC Global BBA programme. It is this support that helped me to overcome the financial barrier and to access an elite education. Without this support, I probably would never have entered ESSEC and would not have succeeded in finding my vocation, entrepreneurship.

First of all, I would like to express my gratitude to the donors of the social scholarships. From your perspective, I imagine that it is difficult to gauge the impact of your support. Yet, you are instrumental in bringing vocations to life and developing them. Once again, thank you for your generosity and your contribution to equal opportunities.

Enzo SOYER
recipient of a social scholarship

It seems to me that we have an ethical responsibility to encourage students who would not be able to pay for their studies to compete, through scholarship funding. Our diploma of excellence must be accessible to excellent students, regardless of their background.

Anne-Charlotte Fredenucci (E98)

ESSEC Alumni and the ESSEC Foundation joined forces for a fundraising campaign in November 2022, on the occasion of Giving Tuesday, a global day dedicated to generosity.

During this campaign, all donations for social scholarships were tripled by ESSEC Alumni and the target of €125,000 having been reached, €375,000 was donated for ESSEC students, thanks to the generosity of all those who participated in this campaign.

A GREAT SURGE OF GENEROSITY FROM ALUMNI
RESPONSIBLE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
SUPPORT FOR STUDENT ENTREPRENEURS

1 PROGRAMME
of scholarships for students with an entrepreneurial project

€3,000
average amount of a scholarship

DISCOVER THE 5 WINNERS OF THE 1ST EDITION OF THE 2023 ENTREPRENEURSHIP SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME!

This programme aims to enable students with an entrepreneurial project to benefit from financial assistance for their living expenses. They will also benefit from support from the ESSEC incubator in the context of their business creation.

This year, 5 winners will receive a grant, valuing their entrepreneurial ambition and their search for a positive environmental or societal impact.

The jury composed of three alumni selected the winners in each category: Mounia Nasser (M08), co-founder of Misterchron and Onesprint for the Ô Féminin scholarship, Louis Carbonnier (E05), co-founder of Hokodo for the Entrepreneurial Ambition scholarship and Pascal Damois (B99), Treasurer of the Play for Nature Foundation, for the sustainability scholarship.

“Entrepreneurial Ambition” category:

Sarah Tran Nhu Gomey with BYCELUM, a SaaS solution enabling researchers to publish papers faster and produce more robust and reproducible knowledge.

“Sustainability” category:

Robin Bruneau et Corentin Dejean with ECKLO. This company offers a reusable packaging solution for pallets, which is part of a circular economy approach.

Léa Egger with PARDI, a brand of refillable, reusable make-up made with products from overcycling.

“Ô Féminin” category:

Elodie Quach with YOUDY, a platform that puts apprentices/learners in touch with potential clients to optimise learning, in return for a lower cost service for the client.
Work on the Cergy Campus is continuing and the finish line is in sight for the Sports & Recreation Center, the first building to open in April 2023.

The Campus 2023 project marks ESSEC’s commitment to its environmental and social transition. Unique and innovative, this new campus with its three new buildings will enable the School to change scale in terms of energy.

Environmental exemplarity is at the heart of the renovation of the Research Green Tower, an emblematic building that represents ESSEC’s academic excellence and research.

It is characterised by the creation of a bioclimatic double skin:

- **In winter** and in the **off-season**, it will capture the sun’s heat, creating a greenhouse effect in front of the building’s facades, thereby reducing the building’s heating needs.

- **In summer**, a large opening will become a protective mesh and will reduce the need for temperature reduction.

A big thank you to our Ambassadors

We would like to thank all the donors who support us by soliciting their networks, in particular by organising breakfasts in their companies’ premises in order to engage more alumni in favour of the Campus 2023 project.

If you want to mobilize your ESSEC friends, alumni from your business sector, your graduate class, your club, the alumni of your company, do not hesitate to contact **Lucie-Anne Henry**, Director of Development of the Foundation, to accompany you in this process: lucie-anne.henry@fondationessec.fr.
CAMPUS 2023
A GREEN AND ECO-FRIENDLY CAMPUS

€8 MILLION
allocated by the Foundation to the project (including pledges)

THE FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN CONTINUES
Since the beginning of our campaign, the alumni community has shown strong support for the Campus 2023 project. In addition to the annual fundraising campaigns, this large-scale project has been able to count on exceptional donations from Accenture and a number of Alumni.

This year and in 2024, the Foundation is counting on the generosity of all alumni to continue to fund this ambitious project.

In recognition of a significant donation committed to this project, a space naming may be proposed.

THE SPORTS & RECREATION CENTER OPENS ITS DOORS IN APRIL 2023

Equipped with a modern, multi-purpose sports infrastructure, this new complex is equipped with a large 1,200 m² sports hall, a dance hall, a martial arts and weight training room, a climbing wall and a rooftop tennis court.

The Sports & Recreation Center will be open to students and pupils from primary and secondary schools in the Cergy agglomeration, in order to promote the School’s territorial roots.
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
TO SUPPORT RESEARCH

84 PRIZES
awarded to teachers by the Foundation since 2011

1 NEW PRIZE
the Science & Society Award

Research is at the heart of ESSEC’s mission and the knowledge developed through it contributes to public and democratic debate and to addressing major challenges important to the transformation of society as a whole.

The ESSEC Foundation wishes to encourage researchers’ initiatives aimed at bringing the knowledge produced in the academic sphere closer to citizens and society. Thus, it supports the new Science & Society Award.

This prize will be awarded each year to a project that demonstrates:

- A commitment to communication actions towards a non-specialist public to share scientific knowledge.
- Involvement of the public in the research process through Citizen Science activities.
- The fight against false information.
- Opening ESSEC to local communities to share scientific knowledge and/or co-create solutions to local challenges.

ENDOWMENT FUND
SUSTAINABLE SUPPORT FOR ESSEC

€2,7 MILLION
collected since 2011

To support ESSEC’s ambition and its development, which is less and less supported by the public authorities, the ESSEC Foundation has set up an endowment fund, fed by alumni donations, in order to strengthen the school’s financial independence.

Inspired by the great international universities whose fortunes it has made, it will contribute to the equity of ESSEC, its autonomy, and will significantly strengthen its means of action.

Denis Leroy (E86) joins the Foundation’s Executive Committee to strengthen the Endowment Fund, which will be managed by an Investment Committee under the aegis of the Fondation de France.

New rules and a new team were put in place at the end of December 2022 in order to structure its operation and ensure the sustainability of its investments.
ESSEC is a wonderful institution that knows how to open many doors. For me, it was L’Oréal for my first internship, Reckitt for my first job, and the United States, when Daniel Tixier very generously and personally helped me to obtain the golden ticket, an H1B visa... It was also ESSEC which, in 2020, opened my eyes to the importance of the climate transition.

When you receive a lot, you must not forget to give back. This is why I decided to support ESSEC in the low-carbon renovation of its campus, by financing the wooden structure of the Research Green Tower. Its design reflects the school’s image: inspiring, pioneering, essential.

Agnès Nicolas Ifker (E93)

Our years at ESSEC were an opportunity to discover the world of business, to acquire a foundation of technical skills in various fields, to dare to confront multiple experiences, and to build extremely lasting friendships with peers.

The School launched us into professional life with an incredible advantage in terms of image, the fruit of the work of the generations that preceded us, which enabled us to progress in the company. The Foundation offers us the opportunity to help younger generations in turn, and to reinforce the value of this precious collective heritage.

Nelly et Bertrand Desbarrieres (E83 & E83)

My years at ESSEC shaped what I have become personally and professionally. Not only did ESSEC provide me with the necessary weapons for a successful career in a different environment, but the school’s reputation also served to strengthen the confidence of those who gave me their support over the years.

It therefore seemed natural for my wife and I to “give back” and to support through the foundation the efforts made by all those who continue to build the school for the future.

Alain Barbet (E80)

I was pleased to make my first donation to the foundation and hope to do so again next year.

I feel involved and grateful because I myself was able to benefit from assistance during my year at ESSEC.

Access to higher education for all students is very important to me, having benefited from a gateway myself. I believe it is essential to give students from all backgrounds the chance to enrich ESSEC in this way.

Mounia Nasser (M08)
MAJOR DONORS

This list includes donors since 2013 whose cumulative donations (taking into account pledges) are €15,000 or more.

Some donors have wished to remain anonymous and are therefore not included in this list.

Diamant from €1 million

ACCENTURE
Brigitte BURNAND-GALPIN et Romain BURNAND (E82 & E82)
Christian CAMBIER (E68)

Rubis from €500,000 to €999,999

Rodolphe CARLE (E99) & Mickael OHANA (E99)
Jean-Philippe CHOMETTE (E86)
ESSEC ALUMNI
Denis LEROY (E86)
Dominique LESOURD (E80)
Pierre NANTERME (E81) †
Gilles PELISSON (E79)

Grand Or from €200,000 to €499,999

Patricia et Jean ARVYS (E74)
Julien BERNARD (E97)
Matthieu BUCAILLE (E82)
Olivier CRAMBADE (E87)
Pierre André de CHALÉNARD (E79)
Yves DUBIEF (E81)
Agnès NICOLAS IFFER (E93)
Sandra SANCER-SULTAN et Thierry SANCER (E93 & E91)
Pierre et Hélène VAREILLE (E80)
Olivia et Benoît VERBRUGGHE (M09 & M99)
Corinne VIGREUX (C87) / Fondation SOFRONIE
1 ANONYME

Or from €100,000 to €199,999

Charles BOUAZIZ (E85)
Benoît CATHERINE (E88)
Guillaume DARD (E79)
Elizabeth et Stanislas DEBEUER (E88)
Patrick DUCASSE (E84)
Thierry FRITSCH (E80)

Gilles GOBIN (E74)
Vincent GOMBAULT (M88)
Guillaume JACQUEAU (E87)
Pierre JOUANNE (E83)
Hervé PARIZOT (E81)
Denis PAYRE (E85)

Gérard PETITJEAN (E66)
Hugues PRINCE (E79)
Pierre RÉVEL-MOUREZ (E84)
Sabine et Geoffroy ROUX DE BEZIEUX (E86 & E84) / Fondation ARAOK
Georges SAIER (E83) / GROUPE VERY

Vermeil from €50,000 to €99,999

Jean-Luc ALLAIN (E80)
Jeanne et Alain BARRET (E80)
Eric BENAUDA (E89)
Emmanuelle BERGER et Sylvain BERGER-DUQUENE (E94 & E93)
Jean-Paul BERNARDINI (E83)
Jean Pierre BÉNAUDE (E73)
Franck BOGET (E72)
Isabelle et Jean CABANES (E89)
Victor CHALITEL (E65)
Gilles COMBBRED (E64)

Jean-Pierre CRETAL (E66)
Delphine et David DARMON (E96 & E96)
Vincent de LA BACHELERIE (E79)
Xavier DORMEUL (E40) †
Marc ELINE (E78)
Patrick FEAU (E64)
Béatrice et Bertrand FINET (C88 & E88)
Arnaud FLECCHIA (E90)
Hervé FRANC (E79)
Emmanuel GERARD (E77)

JACQUES-ETIENNE GRANDJEAN (E82)
MARTINE-NATHALIE BIZOUARD HAYAT ET SERGE HAYAT (E89 & E86)
CLAUDRE HENRION (E58)
OLIVIER HUYGHUES DESPOINTES (E98)
YANN LE PALLEC (E90)
JEAN-LUC MEURISSE (E80)
FRANÇOIS PAGES (E79)
LAURENCE-ANNE PARENT (E88)
PAUL PERICCHI (E93)
PHILIPPE PEUCH-LESTRADE (E73)

Argent from €15,000 to €49,999

Jérôme ADAM (E00)
Jean-Louis ALBERT
Bruno BARANTE / SYNGENTA FRANCE SAS
Laurent BARIL (E86)
Antoine BAULE (E77)
Jonathan BAULE (E08)
Costis BARANTE / LA COUR-BÉNATRE et Didier BENATRE (M16 & M96)
Michel BERNARD (E82)

Odette et Jean-Jacques BERTHELE (E78 & E76)
Thierry BIZOT (E84)
Anne VANNIC et Nicolas BORDAS (E85 & E82)
Frederic BOS (E98)
Didier BOURREL (E80)
Josephine et Grégoire BOUTIN (E03 & E04)
Denis BRETTEAU (E67)
Eric BRUGUERIE (E04)
François BULENS (E64)
Emilie et Vivien BUTTAUX (E96)

Olivier CANTET (E87)
Pedro CAPARROS (E76)
Anne et Christophe CHUPOT (E90 & E90)
Vladimir COLAS (M02)
Eric DALEY (E86)
Yann de FERAUDY (E02)
Robert de LÉOTIING D’ANJONY (E62)
Pascal DEPETIT (E83)
Thibault de SAINT SERNIN (E98)
Jérôme DE TOURTIER (E70)

Françoise et Thierry de VILLEPIN (E75)
François DEBIESSE
Florence DECKER (E91)
Alexandre DEJARDIN (E64)
Pierre DENIS (E87)
Sylvie DESAZARS DE MONTGAILHARD
Nelly et Bertrand DESCARBERIES (E83 & E83)
Françoise D’ESTAIS-VIOU (E81)
Sandrine et Thomas DROUENQ (E98 & E97)
Alain DU BRUSILE DE ROUVROY (E92)

1 ANONYME

4 ANONYMES

3 ANONYMES

1 ANONYME
2022 DONORS

This list includes all Champagne, Bronze and Copper donors who made a donation in 2022.

Cuirvre
6,000 to €14,999

Xavier ACCARES (E58)
Florence et Rault ARVENGAS (E76 & E75)
Oliver ASSANT (E92)
Bénédicte et Pierre AUJEBERGER (E83)
Didier AUBERT (E82)
Claire BÉSANCION (E78)
Antoinette et Christian BALLY (E71)
Daniel BAUBL (E78)
Régis BEAUD (E81)
Philippe BERDUGO (E10)
Asian BERNARD (E64)
Sebastien BERTHON (E93)
Laurent BICKERT (E89)
Francois BIOCHE (E91)
Xavier BOUQUET (E99)
Aurélien BOUROUT (E03)
Stéphanie BOUVIER JOSERMORZ (E94)
Eric BOUZIER (E89)
Martine BRIDET (E81)
Nicolas BURKEL (E86)
Gilles CAIGNARD (E81)
Stéphane CATOR (E94)

Dominique HURET (E68)
Aude et Xavier ID NACER MARTIN (E94)
Thierry-Michel ISOARD (E82)
Jean-Claude JACOMIN (E79)
Philippe JOUROU (E86)
Jerry KNOCK (E74)
Thomas KOHNER (E97)
Michel LAGROouple (E81)
Lucas LE BARROIS D’ORGEVAL (E92)
Christophe LE BON (E91)
Christine LE BRETON (E87)
Jean-François LE PAGE (E74)
Aurore LEBON (E97)
Patrick LEGRAND (E74)
Vincent LEONARD (E84)
François Jean LOMBARD (E70)
Hervé LUDIN (E77)
Binh-Son LUONG (E96)
André MANCIOPOZ (G93)
Olivier MARCELH (E91)

Anne MAUREL (M87)
Xavier MAYER (E96)
Alexandre MIGNOTTE (E06)
Eric MIRAMOND (E87)
Thomas MITARD (E90)
Guy MOINON (E68)
Jacques MONNET (E80)
Nicolas MOULIN (E85)
Christian MULLIEZ (E82)
Jean-Benoit NAUDIN (E79)
Anne NGUYEN (E99)
Franck NGUYEN
Romain NOURTIER (M98)
Nathyp Jean-Pierre OUSTERYCK SCHNEIDER (E78)
Laurent PARQUET (E88)
Michel PAZOUIMIAN (E73)
Jean-Gabriel PÉRES (E80)
Hubert PERRIN DE BRICHAMBAUT (E78)
Jean-François POURDEU (E90)
Guillaume PROT (E80)

David GARCIA (P90)
Alain GEORGES (E88)
François-Xavier GERMAIN (E98)
Sophie et François GILLARDEAU (M92 & G16)
Hervé GODEC (E97)
Claude GOUDEAU (E97)
Serge HAYEK (E86)
Christian JACQUOT (E75)
François JEAN (E81)
Michel LAGOUTTE (E68)
Alexandra CLAUS LAUVAX (E96)
Jean-Luc BAVAIL (E90)
Didier LE BOULCH (E82)
Marion LEVEXER (E97)
François-Olivier LUGGI (H92)
Francois BLOS (E64)
Isabelle et Bruno MANACH (E85 & E85)
Jean-Robert MAVRE (E71)
Pierre MAYER (E81)
Virginie et Jean-Marc MERCIER (A85 & E86)
Rozenet et Henri MION (E84 & E84)

Thierry MOREAU (E88)
Bruno MOURUGE D’ALGUIE (E95)
Véronique et Jacques-Yves NICOL (E74)
Armand PAYET (E99)
Daniel PÉREL (E78)
Florence PESTE (E89)
Michel et François PHILIPON (E83 & E81)
Pierre-Minh PHUNG LONG (E93)
Karine PRUNEAU (E96)
Bernard PRUVOT (E68)
François RAMEAU (E94)
Jean-Noel RIVOIRE (E67)
Laurent RIVOIRE (E89)
Roger SAGLUFF (E48)
Laurence et Nicolas SINZ (E93 & E93)
Régis SOUILLET (E90)
Christine et Bernard TOMMASINI (E82 & E82)
Jean-Baptiste TOURNIER (E85)
Franck VAN WANGHE (H95)
Hélène et Bertrand VINOT (E78 & E78)
Michel WERTHENSCHLAG (E00)
Hugh WESTON SMITH

13 ANONYMES

Bronze
3,000 to €5,999

Harald ABBEHOUG (E00)
Franck BERKONWICZ (E13)
Philippe BONA (E76)
Sylvie et David BONNET (E96 & E96)
Jérémie BOROT (E05)
Patrick BOURJOUR (E00)
Oliver BOUROAIS (E93)
Philippe CHAUMIER (E72)
Ivan CHEVALLIER (E93)

Arnaud CLAUDON (E92)
Nicolas COING (E86)
Thierry COLLET (E82)
Laurent CORBINEAU (E95)
Camille et Baudouin CORNAN (E99 & E98)
Carine et Patrick DAMOIS (E99 & E99)
Catherine de BETIGNIES (E89)
Norbert DE MONTETY (E71)
Gérard de MOURA (E82)

Emmanuelle de NORMONT (E86)
Géraldine et Stéphane DECAUX (E94 & E92)
Baudouin DELAPORTE (E98)
Philippe DELLECRIOUX (E84)
Xavier DELOM DE MEZERAC (E78)
Thierry DESIGARDIN (E80)
Anne ESAMBERT (E92)
Olivier FOURCADET (A99)
Delphine FOURNIER (E04)

Caroline GEST (E97)
Baltsar GONZALEZ-COLLADO (E99)
Pierre HAQUET (E66)
Philippe HENRY (E83)
Pierre-HENRI (E32)
Pierre JACQUER (E68)
Sophie JOYAT (E35)
Benoit JULIET (E90)
Alexandre KATZNER (E05)

13 ANONYMES
HOW TO SUPPORT THE ESSEC FOUNDATION?

The Power of your Gifts

Thanks to your generosity and commitment, we are supporting the School in its mission to train the leaders of tomorrow. The impact of your donations is invaluable.

**THE POWER OF YOUR GIFTS**

**Online**
At donations.fondationdefrance.org/ESSEC

**By cheque**
Please make out to «FDF/ESSEC Foundation» and send it to Sandrine Huyghe, ESSEC Foundation, 3 avenue Bernard Hirsch, 95021 Cergy-Pontoise

**By bank transfer**
To the account HSBC France Paris CBC 511 IBAN: FR76 3005 6005 1105 1100 2022 907 / BIC: CCFFRPP.
Indicate «FDF/ESSEC Foundation + your name».
Then inform us by email at fondation@essec.edu

Gifts of securities, legacies, life insurance, donations, ...

◆ The donation of securities (shares, bonds, etc.) can reduce your capital gains tax significantly. The donation may concern movable property (works of art, ...) or real estate.
◆ A bequest allows you to pass on property to one or more beneficiaries in your will after your death. Your bequest to the ESSEC Foundation is totally exempt from inheritance tax.
◆ Life insurance allows you to build up capital that can be transmitted to the natural or legal person of your choice in the event of death or during your lifetime. The capital will be exempt from all transfer duties and other taxes.

**TAX DEDUCTIONS FOR RESIDENTS IN FRANCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66%</td>
<td>Of your donation is deductible from your income tax, up to a limit of 20% of your taxable income, with a carry-over of the surplus possible over 5 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>Of your donation is deductible from the tax on real estate wealth, with a deduction ceiling of €50,000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>Of your company’s donation is deductible from corporate tax, up to a limit of 0.5% of turnover excluding tax or €20,000.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**YOU LIVE IN EUROPE OR THE UNITED STATES**

You benefit from tax deductions on your donation to the Foundation in your country of residence:

◆ Germany, Belgium, Spain, Hungary, Italy, United Kingdom, Switzerland or the United States, you can make a donation online at: donate.transnationalgiving.eu/landing/FondationESSEC
◆ Luxembourg and The Netherlands: an agreement allows you to make a donation directly to the ESSEC Foundation and benefit from the tax deductions in your country.
◆ Bulgaria, Ireland, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, contact Sandrine Huyghe on +33 (0) 1 34 43 37 01 or fondation@essec.edu

**THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT!**
THANK YOU

JOIN THE ESSEC FOUNDATION ON LINKEDIN

THE ESSEC FOUNDATION TEAM

Thierry Fritsch (E80)
Volunteer President

Fabienne Riom (E81)
Executive Director
fabienne.riom@fondationessec.fr

Lucie-Anne Henry
Director of Development
lucie-anne.henry@fondationessec.fr

Anne-Sophia Felissaint
Communication and Events Officer
annesophia.felissaint@essec.edu

Sandrine Huyghe
Data and Donation Manager and Administrator
fondation@essec.edu
+33 (0)1 34 43 37 01